April 2nd Full Council: Held virtually
I.
Call to Order and Roll Call with Extended Check-ins
Absent: Dani R, Danny Z., Jacqueline, Remy, Shane
II.
Previous Meeting Minutes
3/5/20 Meeting Minutes are approved as distributed
III.
Election Commission for Full Council Elections
Vote on election commission for the 2020 Full Council Elections:
Approve: 16
Oppose: 1
Abstaining: 0
Vote passes
IV.
Committee Updates
Student Life:
● Ethan and Saluja drafted an email to send out about applications for student clubs.
The application deadline is extended a week.
● Met with the committee about transitions, fund allocation, etc for clubs.
Outreach:
● Outreach committee sent out an application for campus-wide committees
● Been talking to other student governments around the state about different their
response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Inclusion:
● Anusha and Halle have been talking about transitions.
● Been talking to Remy about international students being paid for work-study and
how that works now that school is remote.
Finance:
● Saluja pointed out that many students are confused about how funding for clubs
will proceed. Students can’t get P-Cards and the online reimbursement form is
not available to students right now. Working on solving that.
Internal Affairs:
● Elections: We waved the petition requirement which makes the application easier
to fill out but we are afraid that people won’t want to run in an election given the
circumstances
○ Ethan: It will be a 24-hour ballot so people in different timezones are
accommodated.
○ Applications are due on Monday
○ Deksyos: How will campaigning work?
○ Ian: Obvious this is a big difference but we are thinking of utilizing Zoom
and some online platform. I am open to suggestions
Presidental:

● We sent in an application for a polling center to be on campus. Eventually, we
will want students to reach out and push for that.
● Bustang ran out of tickets right before spring break. Which is good because it
means they are being used. But it is a challenge because it puts pressure on our
finances.
● The searches that CCSGA has appointed students too will continue.
● Sakina: You all got an email from CC communications, they usually have
hearing/listening sessions which is now an online form so you should fill it out.
The searches are maintaining a pretty quick timeline.
V.

VI.

Extended Update about COVID-19 Response
● Ethan: Right before the school closed, Executive council met and started planning
our response. We also recognized that SGA was going to change but we put off
dealing with that until later.
○ The emergency fund was open and started receiving donations. Right now
it is financially stable.
○ Canceled contracts, events, etc
○ Moving into this week, we are thinking more proactive with our concerns.
This has taken a bunch of different forms: academic, student life, room
clearing (conduct process)
■ As to the cleaning of rooms, we asked to hold off action because
they are unsure about the legal process
○ Heard concerns from students of professors requiring students to buy extra
educational resources as a result of classes going online. Responding to
that now.
○ Contract workers: some students reached out about how/why Robson
construction has continued. We reached out to the facilities. Received
assurance they were following protocol for COVID. Tricky balance about
doing the right thing for public health vs doing well by workers who need
income.
Vote to Allocate Emergency Funds to On-Campus Food Bank
● Proposal to allocate funds to the on-campus food bank
● Tronik: Does that include summer?
● Ethan: The proposal we got is for the rest of the year but we haven’t heard about
the summer. This amount is not for summer but we may decide to continue to
allocate money for it.
Vote to allocate funds to the on-campus food bank passes unanimously

VII.

VIII.

IX.

SGA extra funding allocation
○ Ethan: We have money we do not know what to do with due to the cancellation
of events. We have a large sum we need to figure out how to spend. Here is a
brief overview:
■ We have immediate emergency needs such as the food bank that we are
working on
■ We talked to the emergency fund committee about a wide range of needs:
travel, getting medication, etc. They are trying to do the best they can.
○ What we want to set aside funds for the future:
■ The expectation that events scheduled for the past year will be proposed
again for the fall and the finance committee will have to deal with that.
■ Graduation: currently postponed but if it is rescheduled ceremony, does
will CC need money to fund kids coming back to campus?
○ If you have ideas, shoot your VP an email as we put together proposals.
○ Sally: Do you know how likely it is that graduation is postponed?
○ Dean Mason: I don’t know at this time either but we know we don’t want to make
false promises
Open Floor for Comment
○ Saluja: Do you all have suggestions on how to reach to student groups?
○ Fer: How do we ensure that the rest of the student body is aware and has the
necessary information?
○ Sophie: It seems like a good time for us as individuals to spread information
○ Tronik: I do feel like we focus on people we know which can be problematic. I
think we could be proactive and reach out in a more unified way.
○ Lilly: Have we sent out targeted information?
○ Tronik: We have been communicated with those who have reached out. I have
heard a lot of complaints about how you build community remotely
○ Deksyos: Thinking long term, while people want to have a positive outlook, we
need to recognize that there is a possibility that the fall will be canceled. We
should be proactive about that.
○ Ethan: Good point. We can do some contingency planning
○ Fer: Follow SGA social media! It will be a good platform for communication
during this time.
Adjournment

